Maxi Pro TV streamer
BE2022

Features

Bluetooth powered
Streams the sound using Qualcomm® aptX™ LL technology

Multiple ports
Connects to the vast majority of modern television sets

Listen at your own volume.

The Maxi Pro TV streamer enables you to hear the television at a volume that suits you, without affecting the volume for anyone else in the room. It streams the sound in full HD-stereo via Bluetooth to your Maxi Pro personal amplifier.

The Maxi Pro TV streamer uses the latest Qualcomm® aptX™ low latency technology which results in optimum time synchronization when playing back audio, rendering crisp and clear sound without any lip sync issues. The TV streamer features both analogue and digital input and connects to the vast majority of modern television sets.
Dimensions and weight

Height: 24 mm, 0.9”
Width: 88 mm, 3.5”
Depth: 48 mm, 1.9”
Weight: 70 g, 2.5 oz.

Buttons and controls

Power indicator
Bluetooth button
Bluetooth Indicator

Mini-stereo cable
Mini-stereo-to-RCA adapter

Fiber optic cable
DC-connector-to-USB cord

Accessory: Power adapter
(Your plug may look different)

Features

- Uses Qualcomm® aptX™ low latency streaming technology which results in optimum time synchronization when playing back audio, rendering crisp and clear sound without any lip sync issues.
- Multiple ports
  - Features both analog and digital input and connects to the vast majority of television sets.

Connections

- Audio input: 3.5 mm mini-stereo
- Audio input sensitivity @ max 2Vrms: +6 dBV
- Optical input: 44.1KHz, 48KHz
- Optical input sensitivity: 0 dBFS
- Charger input: 2.5 mm connector
- Output: DC 5V, 1.0A
- Charging output: USB type A

Power

- Power consumption: 31 mA

Frequency and coverage

- Bluetooth frequency
  - 2402 – 2480 MHz
- Coverage
  - Up to 25 m, 27.5 yd, free field
- Connectivity
  - Qualcomm® aptX™ LL

Environmental requirements

- Operating temperature
  - 0° – 35 °C, 32° – 95° F
- Relative humidity
  - 5% – 90% (non condensing)

Maintenance and cleaning

- To clean the product, unplug the power cord and all cables. Then use a soft, lint-free cloth. Avoid getting moisture in openings.
- Don’t use window- or household cleaners, aerosol sprays, solvents, alcohol, ammonia, or abrasives.

Regulatory requirements

- Complies with the following requirements:
  - FCC ID: 2APAKBE2022 IC: 6693A-BE2022 204-720514

In the box

- BE2022 Maxi Pro TV streamer
- User manual
- Mini-stereo cable
- Mini-stereo-to-RCA adapter
- Fiber optic cable
- DC-connector-to-USB cord

Accessories

- BE9228 Fiber optic cable, white
- BE9123 Mini-stereo-to-RCA cable kit, white
- BE9254 Single DC-to-USB charger cord, white
- BE9148 Dual DC-to-USB charger cord, black
- BE9273 Universal power adapter, white
- BE9262 Universal power adapter, black